MAKE A TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATION to help support the JPPC
our dynamic intergenerational group that sets the standard for quality Jewish music performance
and Yiddish music performance, so we can continue to surprise and amaze people with the wealth
of great Yiddish choral music with which our collective ancestors have provided us, and with the
consistently high level with which the JPPC presents it to its ever-growing audiences.

Contribution checks should be made out to “Di Goldene Keyt, Ltd.”
and should be in U.S. funds, drawn on a U.S. bank, and mailed to

JPPC, c/o Schaechter, 311 West 24 Street #15F, New York, NY 10011-1572

IT’S HERE! THE FIRST JPPC RECORDING IN ALMOST 40 YEARS!

“ZINGT! A CELEBRATION OF YIDDISH CHORAL MUSIC”

• Featuring •
  Yidish/Vaserl • Shpar zikh besser on in mir • Reb Dovid • Ba di taykhn fun bovl • Shoyshanas Yaakoyv •
  Mayn yingele • A zemerl • Borukh ate • Dem zeydns nign • Nem mit undzer benken • Nishka •
  Dremlen feyl • Es vet zikh fun tsvaygl tsblien a boym • Meyn nisht •
  Maurice Rauch and Itche Goldbergh’s oratorio, Oyb Nit Nokh Hekher (based on I.L. Peretz’s tale) •

“ZINGT!” documents an inspiring era when mame-loshn reached its artistic zenith, and
highlights stirring compositions by new Yiddish songwriters in exciting contemporary
choral arrangements.

$18 per CD to be shipped within the U.S.A.
$20 per CD to be shipped within Canada or Mexico
$22 per CD to be shipped to all other locations
Prices include postage & handling

Checks for CDs should be made out to “JPPC”
and should be in U.S. funds, drawn on a U.S. bank, and mailed to
JPPC, c/o Schaechter, 311 West 24 Street #15F, New York, NY 10011-1572

___ CD(s) @ $18/$20/$22 per CD = $ _____ Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

Please contact us at information@thejppc.org when ordering more than 10 CD’s.

Name: ________________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________________
City: ___________ State: ______ Zip Code: ________________________________
Phone: _________________ Email: _________________________________________